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Abstract
The dynamic analysis is based on a simplified model for the seismic action, structural system and the soil, but it should
be correlated with the techniques of experimental investigation of vibrations generated by various seismic/non-seismic
sources. Currently, the limitations of equipment are reduced, there is modern equipment of last generation and the
buildings can be monitored from distance and the data can be transmitted to users or to research institutes in the field
through a system of transmitting data in real time. As a case study, an existing building is presented, to get the natural
vibration modes; these vibration modes will be validated by the values obtained from the micro seismic instrumentation.
A comment on range of vibration frequency for the studied building, as possibly obtained also in the case of strong
seismic motion, will be done. It is very important to be established if from recordings data, the structural response to
micro seismic actions consists always in frequencies corresponding to the natural vibration modes and, in the case of
another type of motion, the dynamic characteristics will be the same.
Key words: vibration sources, experimental investigation, frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

transport of solutions and transformations
undergone by the different substances and
some components of the air from the soil,
important issues during an earthquake.
Types of seismic/non-seismic sources and
techniques of experimental investigation of
vibrations. In many engineering situations, and
not only, there are a lot of sources of vibration:
seismic (ground) excitation, acoustic excitation,
rotating machines, impacts (old industrial
forge, for instance), gears, self-excited
vibration, railway and highway trafic, street
trafic, wind blowing and building ventilation
fans etc.
On the other hand, some techniques are applied
for experimental investigation of these
vibrations and their effects, as:
- non-destructive testing methods, for materials
of construction or for behaviour of the
entirely building (vibration-based methods
offer an effective and fast means of detecting
faults in structures, in order to identify
structural damage by vibration monitoring,

Evaluation of structural performance is based
on models for the seismic action (with different
amplitude,
frequency,
phase,
duration
characteristics), for the structural system and
the soil, in order to obtain the damage levels,
having associated probabilities of occurrence
during the building's lifetime. It should be also
correlated with the techniques of experimental
investigation of vibrations generated by various
sources.
Foundation soil. Characteristics of foundation
soil are very important in the case of dynamic
motions, so the most significant results
obtained in soil physics should be resumed
(Statescu et al., 2015): the use of infrared
spectrometry in research of soil matrix
composition, the study of soil porosity by
electron microscopy and medical imaging
technique, the experimental determination of
hydraulic conductivity of soil and the use of
mathematical models in research on aerohydric soil regime, soil water dynamics,
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the study of the changes of the structural
dynamic behavior);
- the experimental/laboratory tests (which
involves the testing of reduced scale test
specimens under lateral reversed loading,
simulating the seismic forces and free
vibration tests);
- ambient
vibration
testing
procedures
(involves capturing multiple data sets from a
structure, with using several sensors)/fullscale ambient and forced vibration tests,
which provide reliable data for the evaluation
of the influence of key parameters (the mass
distribution and the damping characteristics).
New approaches for structural behaviour.
After a severe earthquake, there is also a
modern way in order to obtain new date and
data about the behaviour of the structural
system through using also the laser scanning
technology (Mihai et al., 2014). The
availability of the scanned information would
make a further study to measure the crack
propagation and detect the potential structure
weakness of a building.

signal and to remove any linear trend) and
high-pass/low-pass filtering (to remove the
high-frequency and low-frequency noise) are
necessary. When the measuring time is not a
integer multiple of the signal period, a
procedure is also used to reduce the leakage
(increasing the sampling duration, or the signal
transformation by the introduction of a window
function). Spectra of amplitudes and response
spectra according to frequencies are obtained.
Peak ground velocity PGV is selected as the
measure of seismic intensity since maximum
inelastic displacements are better correlated
with PGV than peak ground acceleration PGA.
Nowadays, there is a continuous monitoring of
the building presented as a case study (Figure
1), but first a "zero" determination for the
dynamic characteristics, with the 4 GMS Plus
equipment, was made, and these dynamic
features have been extracted with both
GeoDAS and ARTeMIS softwares (Figures 2
and 3).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The seismic risk assessment for this building
could be established in the same way as is
presented for another building presented in
(Slave et al., 2012), but it is a new building and
a lot of data are known. As a case study, this
building from Bucharest - Faculty of
Biotechnologies was also presented (Dragomir
et al., 2017), for which the frequencies of
vibration modes were obtained from the micro
seismic/ambiental instrumentation, as “zero
recording”, before a severe earthquake (this
building has not been monitorized at that time)
and computed with a simplified formula
(Figures 2 and 3, Table 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Materials. Modern equipment of last
generation exists and buildings can be
monitored from distance and data can be
transmitted to users or to research institutes in
the field through a system of transmitting in
real time. Some technical aspects of wireless
smart sensor networks (Etna, Basalt, Granite Kinemetrics, GMS 18 și Plus- GeoSIG) used in
the real-time data transmission system:
- frequency range (0 ... 100 Hz at 200 sps), high
dynamic range also allowing the use of
equipment for applications related to
structural vibrations due to sources other than
seismic sources;
- the accelerometer has an Ethernet connection
and optional Wi-Fi for fast data transfer;
- the software processes data in real time
(SMA, ARTeMIS, GEODAS);
- configuration is done using a web browser
and an intuitive interface;
- automatically apply different types of filters
to recorded data.
Method. After the acquisition of the signal,
before calculation of any response spectrum,
the baseline correction (to have a zero-mean

Figure 1. Building of Faculty of Biotechnologies

Since
2017,
the
permanent
seismic
instrumentation of the Biotechnology Faculty
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building is carried out with the Granite
Kinemetrics digital seismic station equipped
with 3 triaxial sensors (Figure 4 and Figure 5).
Instrumentation is done as follows:
- a sensor installed on the building's terrace;

- a sensor installed in the basement of the
building;
- a sensor outside the building, in the free field,
about 15 m away from the building.

Figure 2. Fourier response spectrum, corresponding to directions X and Y, determined from several series of
records. The predominant frequency f1 = 5.47 Hz (T1 = 0.18 s)

In order to validate the value of the Fourier
Transform, f1 = 5.47 Hz (Figure 2), the
ARTeMIS software was used and, after

analyzing all the records corresponding to the
two schemes, the result was f1 = 5.08 Hz
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Operational Modal Analysis from the Artemis software

Also Code P100-2013 offers a formula for the natural vibration frequency (Table 1).
Table 1. Frequencies of vibration modes
Building of Biotechnology Faculty
Structural system of the building
Ambiental vibration recordings1
basement, ground floor and two levels
(B+G+2F), with reinforced concrete frames and
T1 = 0.18 s
reinforced concrete structural walls, slabs and
stairs
1

Formula Code P100-20132
T1 = 0.15 s

From Fourier response spectra, corresponding to the direction X and Y
T1 = Ct H^0.75
where Ct = 0.075/√(Ac), Ac = the total effective area of structural walls on the 1st floor (approx. Ac= 13 m2, on both directions), H = the height of
building (H= 12.85 m)

2
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Figure 4. Setup for the acquisition system

outside

basement

level 3

Figure 5. Scheme of location of sensors for permanent seismic instrumentation.
Multichannel GRANITE station (9 + 3 channels) equipped with 3 Episensor ES-T triaxial sensors

c. Identification of peak values in velocities PGV, directions N-S and E-V, as well as from
vertical.
The admissible vibration level has the
following values: structural velocities < 12-20
mm/s, for 1-100 Hz frequencies.

The triaxial sensors were located outside the
building and in the basement building and on
the terrace with the directions corresponding to
the 9 recording channels are as follows:
- Vertical direction (channel 1 - exterior
building; channel 5 - basement building;
channel 9 - building terrace);
- Direction N-S (channel 2 - exterior building;
channel 6 - basement building; channel 10 building terrace);
- Direction E-V (channel 3 - exterior building;
channel 7 - basement building; channel 11 building terrace).
The processing of the records was carried out
through the following steps (Table 2):
a. Determining the maximum instantaneous
values of the records expressed in accelerations
and the obtaining by calculation of the
velocities and of the displacements - in time
domain;
b. Spectral analysis of acceleration records - in
frequency domain;

Table 2. Processing of the records
Records
I
12.12.2017

II
III
IV
V

PGV (cm/s)
N-S
(Channel 10)
+0.00185
-0.00184
+0.00212
-0.00144
+0.00167
-0.00140
+0.00160
-0.00192
+0.00147
-0.00123

E-V
(Channel 11)
+0.00228
-0.00248
+0.00154
-0.00134
+0.00172
-0.00160
+0.00178
-0.00180
+0.00128
-0.00124

Vertical
(Channel 9)
+0.00112
-0.00105
+0.00095
-0.00084
+0.00094
-0.00122
+0.00158
-0.00168
+0.00084
-0.00091

The time histories and the response spectra are
shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. Time histories of accelerations, velocities and displacements
on the three directions: Vertical, N-S and E-V
Direction N-S

Direction E-V
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Figure 7. Response spectra recorded on the two horizontal directions

CONCLUSIONS

researches for resilience, efficiency and
comfort of built environment - CRESC, PN 1610.01.01 and Research for smart specialization,
sustainable
territorial
development,
environment preservation and resilience
ofbuilding heritage - CONCRET, PN 18 10.01.01.

This building is the first equipped building in
the field of education, with a monitoring and
data acquisition system of INCD URBANINCERC, consisting of three triaxial sensors,
type EpiSensorS-T and a seismic digital station
Granite, which were installed and put into
operation in 2017, with the necessary
maintenance ensured.
At first, a “zero reading” of the dynamic
structural features was made, then a real-time
monitoring system was implemented, with
important obtained data on the behavior of the
building.
This is a real-time structural health monitoring
system, with possible advantages in the future,
which can provide real-time performance and
damage information for building after a severe
earthquake.
Permanent seismic instrumentation/ monitoring
of a building is an integral part of the
monitoring activity in accordance with the
provisions of Code P130/1999 and Seismic
design code P100-2013. Criteria for selecting
buildings to be instrumented/monitored are
numerous and should be applied taking into
account the possibility of obtaining the
agreement from the holding institutions, their
owners.
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